No, but dis poetry need ears to hear an eyes to have a look 
INTRODUCTION
In the Caribbean, 'creolization' proved a more viable poetic strategy to resist the norms of Standard English. Through Creoles, orality was able to resist, infiltrate, subvert and modify the norms of Standard English. It challenged the assumption that in creating works of art, the standard form of a European language was the only way to access either the local or the universal. 'Creole resistance' later termed as 'performance poetry/dub poetry', focused on breaking down the iambic rhythm, displacing it with the intonation and rhythms of the calypso. Dub poetry usually taken to refer to a particular type of "performance poetry", is a brand of oral poetry performed to the accompaniment of reggae music. The term "dub poetry" is thought to have been invented by the Jamaican poet Oku Onuora to describe a form of oral art that had been developing in Jamaica since the early 1970's. Musicality is built into Dub poems, yet, Dub Poets generally perform without backing music, delivering chanted speech with pronounced rhythmic accentuation and dramatic stylization of gesture. Dub poetry is predominantly concerned with politics and social justice, commonly voiced through a commentary on current events. This contemporary vernacular form is a genuine expression of Jamaican culture as well as the best expression of resistance to marginalization, racism, and sexism.
Christian Habekost, an expert on the Anglo-Caribbean performance culture, identifies several features that play a prominent role in the per formative aspect of dub poetry: 'rhythm, rhyming patterns, alliteration, repetition, onomatopoeia and a highly individuated performance style that combines musicality with dramatic flair ' (1993:91-8) . In such writing, the poem is not the experience of an isolated individual reading a book; rather it sounds shared as utterances with an audience who participates in the experience of poetry as community. "I'm no poet/no poet/ I am just a voice/ I echo de people's/thought/laughter/cry/sigh" declares Oku Onuora, in "No Poet" (Glaser and Pausch 1994:5) . Performance poetry therefore dismantles the traditional definitions of poetry where words come off the page and move to a beat learnt from Dis is me. I hate dis government as much as I hated the one before it and I have reason to believe that I will hate the one to come.
[…]
Dis is me, squeeze me. Let me free me. and cause a rumble in dis black universe.
Causing a rumble in the "black universe", Zephaniah has buckled himself to the task of revolutionary transformation to teach his audience that it is the lowly and inconspicuous who will blast history apart. His poetry speaks of and for the experience of the blacks and the number of issues which plague the black community-unemployment, prostitution, crime, racism, denial of human rights and so on.
Zephaniah's poetry becoming a part of 'counterculture' helps fight: one, the issues affecting the contemporary black community in Britain and two, the "dead image of poetry in academia". In contemporary Britain, Zephaniah's poetry could be heard on the demonstrations, at youth gatherings, outside police stations, and on the dance floor. It was once said of him that he was Britain's most filmed, photographed, and identifiable poet, this was because of his ability to perform on stage, but most of all on television, bringing Dub Poetry straight into British living rooms. Zephaniah's mission is to "take poetry everywhere", as he hates the dead image that academia and the establishment has given poetry and proclaims that he is out to popularize poetry by reaching people who do not read books, while those who are keen on books can now witness This poem suggests a sense of political engagement and conveys a strong disenchantment with the current order of society. He is also prone to mix resistance or critique with an affirmative stance that absorbs class, gender, and race into an appeal to the notion of a universal human reason and compassion in the audiences that attend his performances, as well as those who listen to them in CD or audio, or read them as printed words on the page. A typical Zephaniah poem maintains a reggae rhythm and a regular iambic mostly tetrameter line-beat. His lines usually begin with a trochee and the poems sustain a rhyme scheme locked to a few rhyming sounds, same word sounds or word endings, like the ballad, the sestina or villanelle. He has in fact brought poetry in performance closer to 'ska', the native sound at the yard way of the Cultural Revolution that would lead eventually to Bob Marley, reggae and "The Harder They Come" (Jimmy Cliff). His ability to break language down to its bare elements and use it with a musicality and rhythmic propulsion that does away with many conventions of syntax is remarkable. Zephaniah being out of step with the current artistic culture prevalent in Britain today challenges the conventional English poets to decipher the new poetical language in his poem "Translate" Three black males get arrested When they said they seek two whites, Dis poet said that's expected
For we have no human rights,
We die in their police stations
We do nothing to get caught
We are only in white nations
When we win them gold in sports.
His poetry opens our mind to many things but above all seeks to empower his own people and heal their colonizers to make this rapidly shrinking world a better place for the generations to come. He poses challenges to the social
